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Only as from a funeral pyre henceforth 

A golden smoke, the legend erf it, drifts 

And glimmers on around our doubting heads 

And no one knows what's happening to him. He feels 

The shadowy shapes of those who once were here, 

The ancients, newly visiting the earth.  

For those who are to come now josde us, 

Nor longer will that holy host erf beings 

Divinely human linger in azure Heaven. 

 

Friedrich Hölderlin: Germania 

(Translation by Michael Hamburger) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A soft, respiring fog shrouded the city, the kind that is slow to disperse. It was 

nighttime, the feeble, eerie light of a handful of lamps shined on the endless, 

narrow paths of Central Park, and its somewhat broader, concrete walkways 

that are busy during the day. The vast green yawned silently towards the sky, 

its open spaces now empty. Desiccated corpses of birds hung from the decayed 

branches of cherry trees at the borders of the fields. The air was cold, and 

sinister shadows hovered between the alien forms. Something breathed In the 

depth of the earth, and inside it a will untranslatable to any human language 

pulsated, and this pulsation was taken up by the rocks, plants and the 

brownish, early autumn blanket of fallen leaves that grew thicker by the day 

and covered the ground all over the place.  

There was somebody here, a man stood and watched with a determined 

goal, waiting for the moment to reveal himself. No-one knew about him, there 

was no way anyone could have known him. He had no name, at least during 

the night there was no name he would listen to. The poison had been shaping 

his consciousness for months until the mad intentions mellowed in his mind. 

The genetic codes of survival were sheathed by the hides of death, his genome 

outlining the map of a landscape in hell. The poison slowly captured the last 

barricades of reason. His thoughts became a single, huge, jello-like and groping 

blob, eager to leave its inhumane tracks on everything.  
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He silently hid behind a hedge, keeping an eye on one of the secluded 

pathways. He listened to the songs of the cicadas seeking shelter in the dead 

bark of trees, he watched the minute vibrations of spider webs weaved 

between branches. He watched tiny insects with wings opened wide getting 

entangled in them. And while he waited, and the lamps casted no light on his 

black face, he became ever more certain that tonight he would possess all the 

power.  

He came here to recharge and to bid farewell.  

But the most important things were waiting for him at home.  

 

 

His wife was already in bed.  

He stepped into the dim room. A single candle burned on the night table, there 

was also a plain, black scrunchie and a glass half filled with water beside it. In 

front of the double wing windows the heavy curtains let in some light from the 

street, even though they had been drawn by the children during their morning 

game of hide and seek. The man was holding a tray covered with a purple scarf. 

He stepped forward, and placed it on the floor next to himself.  

His wife was naked, the bed sheet perfectly smooth under her, as if not an 

hour had passed since she had last ironed it. The blanket lay on the floor beside 

her, only two largish pillows remained on the bed, and she leaned on these 

with her torso, its youthful shape long gone, and her head was still reminiscent 

of a cub of some animal. Her arms flung to the side, her hip somewhat raised, 

her legs slightly touching at her inner thighs. She had shaved her hair where 

she had never done so before – in the afternoon she felt that the Ghost of 

Revenge appeared in front of her, instructing her to do so. It spoke to her 

through the pills. During the years of their marriage neither of them could have 

been bothered about it, and yet he was now glad to be able to see things 

better this way, although he did miss the familiar, thick pelt a little. The 

subtropical climate. She was also glad to be seen better. The hundreds of 

thousands of frothing neurons inside her brain and their complex connections 

lived their Sunday dream.  

She raised her numb head and smiled at him. The weight of her look fell 

blunted into the whirlpool of his gaze.  

The man stepped closer and gently placed the handcuffs on her. First on her 

left wrist, then on the other one, while running his blood-stained index finger 

over the densely veined surface of her skin. With a single careful movement he 

locked the steel construction and then clasped it to the frame of the bed. From 

his studies in criminology he knew that these light, cheap handcuffs were not 
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unbreakable, but he was also sure that his wife would not be able to break 

free. And she wouldn’t want to either, she had no reason to do so. All he 

wanted, after all, was to cross over into the morning together with her, where 

there is no more doubt, no more obscurity. 

The morning that never ends.  

His father had said, there is nothing worse than a trapped animal. When It is 

deprived of its power, pinned down to a single point in space,  and it lives on, its 

will, its instinct to attack or flee still throbbing inside, but no longer able to 

express the slightest flicker of its acumen. When the endeavors that had been 

wordless from the outset are silenced within. If that happens, my son, if you 

are trapped, do not move. That is what his father had said, do not move. And if 

the shoe is on the other foot, if someday it is you who trap someone, tell him, 

he better not move.  

“Honey, do not move now.” He strived to sound gentle, but his voice came 

out a little hoarse. Something might have snapped in his throat during the time 

in the park. An immeasurably tiny blood clot in his frontal lobes began to grow.  

“All right, darling”, his wife replied.  

When he was done with the handcuffs, he took a step back. The woman 

whom he married fourteen years ago on a warm July afternoon was still 

smiling, apparently certain that soon they will be immersing themselves in 

astrology. She began to fidget and crease the sheet under herself. She 

beckoned him, like a soft culture of cells without an immune system that 

cannot wait to be infected with love’s narcotic, sending her to a stupor even 

more profound. 

The man also smiled for one brief moment, then he bent down, yanked the 

scarf off the tray and picked up the syringe he had filled up in advance. He 

raised it, and when the flickering candlelight reflected from it, he squirted out a 

little, and winked at his wife. He was well aware that doctors did not squirt 

before injection for dramatic effect, but to get rid of any air in the needle, for 

air in the blood circulation can lead to death. A single bubble of oxygen can 

cause an obstruction in the blood vessels similar to that caused by an eighteen-

wheeler turned sideways on the motorway. He did not want to harm his wife. 

Oh, no. His plans were totally different.  

No air left in the needle.  

“Guess what, Honey, I met someone in the park.” His voice was hoarse 

again. The smile no longer on his face. 

He stepped closer to her, and standing by her side he watched her for a few 

moments before sitting down beside her on the edge of the bed.  
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“He was a nice young man. To tell you the truth… He reminded me of our 

son. Richie might turn out like him when he grows up. We had a nice chat.”  

He touched her chin, then ran his sunspotted hands over her bare breast. He 

uttered a few words of encouragement, bent forward, pulled her head towards 

himself, turned it slightly to the side, and with a firm movement stabbed the 

needle between her two uppermost vertebrae.  

A human being is so insubstantial, it can be swept away by anything, even a 

small gust of wind.  

“Afterwards his friends showed up too. They said very interesting things. I 

felt the scales falling from my eyes.” 

He slowly pumped into her the nerve agent he had gotten weeks earlier. He 

had received it from his tutors, and he knew well what kind of effect to expect. 

For a time he had been conditioning her for the final intervention. Perfect 

anesthesia from the neck below, plus a pleasant numbness thanks to the third 

generation heroin added to the mix. His wife picked up the pace of the 

substance, the rhythm of consolation, she bent back her head, and her lips 

started quivering to an invisible beat. Once the syringe was empty, she shut her 

eyes, and took silent, deep breaths for a minute. She glanced up, saw him 

kneeling between her legs and staring so dumbfounded into the desert of her 

crotch as if seeing it for the very first time.  

He held the knife in his right hand. With his left, he was gripping her leg, as if 

trying to support himself, holding to it tight. Scattered on the bed sheet a few 

inches from her she saw a whole arsenal of medical tools, some with purposes 

known to her, others unfamiliar. Lancets of various sizes, a small bone cutter, a 

fist-sized surgical power drill used for brain surgery, a massive amount of 

cotton wool and gauze, pairs of scissors in all sizes and with different saw 

teeth, two flashlights of different lengths and brilliancy, a piece of metal 

resembling a nail file dangerously narrowing at both ends, an unopened packet 

of razor blades, and myriad pincers, screwdrivers, tweezers, nails, hammers 

and similar items.  

“Honey… Do you know what day it is?”  

There was no way she could answer. She did vaguely grasp her husband’s 

words, but she could not think. What day could it be? Thursday maybe? 

“This is the day we fist met… Fifteen years ago. Do you remember? In that 

moment, when I saw you, I knew everything. I saw everything in advance. I saw 

that I would be meeting the people who would tell me what to do when the 

time came. They were the ones who casted me down real deep so that I could 

give a sign to the others as well.” He licked his lips and swallowed excitedly. 

“The time has come now, my darling. This is our day of celebration, when there 
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are no more words we cannot utter in each other’s presence. There are no 

desires which we need to hide.”  

At this point there was some light flickering in her empty gaze. Her lips 

swelled up, her breathing became more intense.  

“I would like to get under your skin”, he said while casting a lusty glance at 

her. The desert slowly turned into a juicy oasis beneath him.  

He shifted upwards, approaching her mouth with the blade. He pressed it to 

her lower lip, and put a little of his weight into the movement, creating a hair 

breadth of an incision. He thought he would inflict only a minor wound, but he 

misreckoned, as his hand shaking from excitement finally cut through her lip 

completely. The lancet skidded on her teeth, and friction caused a brief, 

unpleasantly sharp noise. She gasped while starting to swallow her own slowly 

running blood. He gently caressed her face, whispered sweet nothings to her 

again, and ensured her not to inflict any more pain. He had another go with the 

lancet, and moving downwards he scratched a fine, short gash into her. He 

soon reached her chin, then proceeded to guide the blade along her neck. 

Getting closer to the breastbone he was able to relax, as he knew the 

anesthetic should already work its effect here. He could do anything, she 

wouldn’t scream, the children wouldn’t wake up. The night would be silent for 

a change.  

Having reached the dimple between the collarbones, he did not restrain 

himself any more, and with a single, resolute and deep movement, like the 

magician snatching off the veil, he slashed her white skin, which – considering 

her age – was hardly wrinkled at all. The line of the slash was marked by a red 

streak, but the blood flowed only slowly from the newly cut, soft gash.  

He placed down the lancet, picked up a hook, and with it he moved both 

sides up and down, loosening up the tissues that did not offer much resistance 

anyway. He reached in under the cut as far as he could, trying to find a place 

for himself. Once he felt that the skin yielded enough sideways, he produced 

further hooks of different shapes along with some nails. With the hooks he 

pulled the skin apart in both directions as far as he could, and then nailed the 

hook itself into the side of the bed through the thin matrass. He used eight 

hooks and twenty-three nails. He would have needed twenty-four, but could 

not find the last one. He had probably brushed it off the tray.  

He worked meticulously. He did not hurry, and although the high and low 

tides of lunacy raised and retreated in him with each breath, for the time being 

he strived to have the upper hand over his excitement. In the meantime she 

kept on smiling at him the same way, raising her eyebrows demandingly at the 
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sight of each new hook. Once she was totally exposed, and lay in front of him 

like a flayed, living animal, she came to for a second and uttered some words. 

“You see, you did get under my skin.”  

The last time she smiled at him like that was on their tenth anniversary, 

when he gave her an incredibly pricey eye cream for crow’s feet. 

That was all he needed. He greedily casted himself over the skin turned 

inside out. He licked the blood and the sticky juices from it, he licked the flesh, 

he sucked on the tiny tubes and pipes of the internal organs that hung out of 

her, he sucked the neither liquid nor solid fluid dripping from her stomach, the 

milky white stuff secreted by the gallbladder, after which he bent closer to the 

urinary bladder, and this time ignoring the medical tools ripped it open with his 

own teeth to access its contents. Having succeeded, for a minute he swallowed 

and swallowed everything she had been collecting inside herself for the past 

few hours. He rubbed his head, his tongue and his face to her insides, he 

wandered inside her as if he had found some treasure, and indeed, a whole 

treasury opened up for him, the inner life of a human – a woman – that were 

beyond words, and the imaginary, forever echoing hoot of an owl within. 

Meanwhile he mindlessly kneaded the slowly stiffening edge of the flayed skin, 

he stroked and squeezed the clots of congealing blood that formed 

everywhere. With his eyes shut all he did was search with his mouth, he tasted 

while his other senses ceased, he wasn’t aware of anything other than tastes.  

And suddenly he tasted something horrible in his mouth. Some tar-like, 

indigestible taste. 

Carcass left under the boiling sun might taste like that.  

He gagged, rose, shook himself, and bellowed frantically. He quickly stopped 

his shouting, but did not calm down. He searched inside her, looking for the 

poison he had just tasted. He looked, but could not see through the endless 

curls of membranes and the slow spray of fluids forming a grey curtain. He 

stuck his hand inside, searched, pulled it out, sniffed it, briefly tasted whatever 

adhered to his ring finger and frowned in disgust.  

He leaned closer and started sniffing again. He switched one of the 

flashlights on. Further, smaller hooks were produced.  

A few minutes later another excavation had been performed. She housed 

some horrendous blackness. The sludge and filth of an entire death row had 

amassed in her on an area of a few inches in diameter.  

“Honey, I think you have cancer of the pancreas.” He sighed and spat out in 

disgust.  

Almost an hour had passed, and by now her mind was clear enough for her 

to answer.  
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“I’ve been meaning to tell you…” Her voice was weak and distant. She was 

obviously fighting for her consciousness. “I had myself examined last Friday and 

found out then. Dr. Akiba said I still have…” 

“Still have what, what do you still have?”, he asked out of his wits this time. 

“Still have what, for fuck’s sake? Hope? Is this what I came home today for? Is 

this what I sweat for? Is this why I feed the kids? You know how much I need to 

work to provide you with everything, and I even pretend to enjoy it!” He 

paused for a second. “Damn it, I only wanted us to have a good time tonight!” 

As he frantically waved around, he inadvertently tore one of the hooks out of 

its place. The piece of flesh it held severed completely from her abdomen and 

mocking the laws of ballistics flew straight to the opposite wall. It slammed 

with its sticky side and started sliding down with excruciating sluggishness. He 

stormed out of the room. He came back with a small chain saw used for oak 

saplings.  

“You should have said something earlier. How could you bring this illness 

into my home? But it doesn’t matter. I’ll make sure you won’t take it out from 

here.” He pulled the string and the buzzing filled the room. “Attention, folks, 

Tracey Allister against my little chain saw! Who shall the winner be? Knockout 

or decision? How many rounds do you predict?” 

She noticed the dawn breaking outside the same moment he stepped to the 

bed again. The first rays of light glimmered on the thin metal plate. The chain 

was rotating with a speed that the human eye could follow, and the pin-sharp 

teeth scattered the rose-hued blush of the rising sun in all the corners of the 

room. The silence of the night dissolved in the flurry of the morning. In the 

commotion the steel penetrated the flesh with a force similar to the one with 

which the present collapses into the ever bleaker and ever paltrier future.  

A few minutes later the man stood in the bathroom panting and covered in 

sweat. He looked at his own haggard face in the mirror, scrutinized it, whether 

he could notice any change. He had killed his wife, after all. The change in his 

life must have left its mark.  

But he didn’t see anything. Not a thing. His eyes were as lusterless as they 

had been weeks ago. Long before he had met them. Long before they had 

injected the stuff into him and told him in detail what he had to do. He clearly 

remembered it, and even if everything went black, this luminous corridor stood 

open in front of him, he could cross it whether he was asleep or awake. It was 

his luminous corridor that his friends opened up for him.  

He was not finished yet.  
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“I know it is their turn now, I know. You don’t have to remind me.” He 

pressed his fist against his head and began to shake in every limb. “I know what 

I have to do. Enough already, for fuck’s sake!” 

He grabbed the knife again, left the bathroom and set off towards the kids’ 

room. He entered and switched the light on. Karen was sound asleep in the 

midst of her teddy bears – luckily she had not been awakened by the noise of 

the chain saw. There was a construction site nearby, she’d probably gotten 

used to the din. Richie was invisible under the cover. He always slept like that, 

he buried himself completely under his blanket. When he was younger, he’d 

say he was scared of the Spindly Man.  

And now the Spindly Man, stooped under the horrific, hardly comprehended 

weight of his deeds and the hallucinogens traversing his brain, set off with 

tentative steps towards the bed of his six year old daughter.  
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Stone was woken up by his own involuntary movement with which he tossed 

the coffee off the table. Did a nerve break in his arm, is that why he jolted like 

that? Or did he dream something unpleasant? The coffee spilled over the rug. 

For a moment he closed his eyes again, and tried concentrating on the 

rumbling of his gastric acid. He felt like there were petals in his head… 

Yes, he had dreamt something along those lines. In his dream he was a large 

flower, and a disgusting abdomen was rising above him, ready to pollenate.  

He opened his eyes, shook his head, and by the time his mind cleared, he 

was already cursing himself for having spilt the lukewarm contents of the cup.  

It doesn’t matter really, no big loss. His doctor had also said that he 

shouldn’t be drinking so much coffee, especially not after 8 pm. But Stone 

always worked obsessively, the stickier cases never left him any rest. His staff 

did not really like him, for on these occasions he did not leave them in peace 

either, although most of them did respect his stamina. He did indeed work a 

lot, he tried to work, that is, but the last few years saw an increase in the 

number of cases the solution of which he simply could not fathom. It was as he 

was trying to smooth out creased photographs, but when he seemingly almost 

succeeded, the paper rolled up again in his palm. Of course his work was 

doomed to fail from the start. “Failure is our wage, right?” he kept on telling his 

colleagues, who then nodded in agreement. But even this failure would have 

been different if only they had been able to solve certain cases.  Until quite 

recently, when… Yes, nowadays it was as if everything happened under the 

unfavorable constellation of failure (that is “Nothing really happens, does it, 

Brian?”). 

The days of the police force are spent under an unfavorable constellation. 

Especially since… 

He muttered, then slowly rose to his feet. He picked up the pieces of the 

cup, got a piece of cloth and wiped the floor slapdash. The office which housed 

almost fifty desks with the accompanying computers, folders, swiveling chairs 

and the like, and which he saw through the glass wall of his own room, was 

now silent and dark. There was not a trace of the hustle and bustle of the 

morning and the afternoon, the quiet drone of criminal investigation could not 

be heard. A few floors down Scottie the night guard was probably awake, 

provided he did not fall asleep in front of the television. Stone found out quite 

a while ago that Scottie watched eight subsequent parts of the Smurfs over and 

over, and had been doing just that for at least a decade. Apart from the two of 

them, the whole of the police building was completely empty. Lately, fewer and 

fewer of his colleagues was willing to work overtime. As if they did not have 

enough work on their hands, blast it all! 
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For they had this case. Shocking, frightening, sickening and cruel. Upsetting 

even for old, experienced cops like him. And above all: totally hopeless. It 

frothed of pointlessness, it seemed like a game weaved from aimless cruelty, a 

nightmare painted with vivid colors. As if it was taunting them.  

It had started only a matter of weeks ago, but it seemed like years already.  

He sighed and pulled out the top drawer of his oak desk, and unhurriedly 

piled up the ever growing files in front of himself. When could the first… 

Case? It was a murder case, certainly, but there was a much graver secret 

lurking in the background, something that guarded its own mystery with 

stubborn perseverance. 

Somebody had arranged that blood bath, and he had no idea who.  

Of course, how could he ever forget what had happened…  He more or less 

knew one of the victims, the culprit’s wife. In college they sort of drifted beside 

one another on an excursion they both went to, and she (a pretty, good-looking 

girl at the time, who was not made less attractive later by her chaffed lips) 

asked him every five minutes: “Can you hear this beautiful birdsong?” The 

forest was forsaken, no sound was to be heard beside their own footsteps, and 

Stone thought it best to leave her question unanswered. There was something 

strange in her, like in people who read three or four books a day or believe that 

“the numbers are our sky”. They were approaching the end of the excursion 

when on a field he really did hear some chirping. She, her name was Tracey by 

the way, asked him again. “Can you hear this beautiful birdsong?” Stone 

nodded and smiled, hoping that at the end of the trip he could ask for her 

number and something might come off. When an hour later he did ask for her 

number, she laughed and refused: “Stone, you are really impossible! But don’t 

worry, we’ll meet again!” And she ran away without delay. About a thousand 

sparrows flew in her wake with the rapid fluttering of wings. When he looked 

up, the united little bodies were like a black sheet spread over the sky. Tracey 

turned out to be right, but none of them would have thought that their next 

encounter was going to be like this. One of them on the autopsy table, the 

other looking down, holding his nose, trying hard to avoid throwing up all over 

the victim.  

Beside him stood the coroner and two obnoxious agents from the FBI. The 

coroner explained in detail what had happened, even though they could see it 

for themselves. But they were both surprised that she had received anesthetics 

before the operation.  

“An extraordinarily precise procedure, it was more like a confession”, the 

coroner said.  
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“Does this mean that she did not feel anything throughout the whole 

thing?”, Stone asked.  

“No, not below the neck. Her face might have hurt a little, but this cut up to 

her chin and farther on is only superficial. I examined the body, and I am 

certain that she was anaesthetized during the act. Who knows, maybe they did 

not intend to inflict any pain”, said Mike, the coroner. His blood-soaked t-shirt 

had the text “Hey gal, U like to clown around 2?” on it. Mike felt an 

insuppressible attraction to vivisection, which he deemed best to keep to 

himself this time.  

“Yes, it is quite obvious that the guy meant well”, said one of the agents not 

even attempting to suppress a giggle.  

“Of course, he just realized the missus needed some airing when the bean 

casserole wouldn’t leave the natural way”, the other added.  

“Go on now, Ron, don’t be so tactless!” And they both had a good laugh 

about it.  

Due to a faulty contact the overhead neon light in the heavy aluminum 

frame went out with a sizzle time and again for a few moments. The whole of 

the equipment creaked noisily, and cold spread in their direction from a remote 

corner of the room.  

Although Stone hated their kind, this time he found it hard to have a grudge 

against them. He did not fancy their manners, but one thing is certain: in this 

job you either get used to stuff, or you’re dead. And if you decide upon the 

former, why shouldn’t you laugh at anything that you come across? 

Nonetheless, he wasn’t laughing.  

Perhaps because he was thinking of the birds singing so beautifully. Tracey 

can you still hear the birds? He bent over the body and glanced into her pupil 

narrowed down to a pinpoint. To think of all the sparrows that could have yet 

fled out from this gaze… 

“Instead of fooling around you could try to find out, who ‘they’ are, 

mentioned in the message that was smeared on the bathroom wall by daddy.” 

“What does it matter? He was a nutcase, who cares what he doodled, the 

dead are already in the sack, daddy among them. Is that not enough? Come on 

Joe, I’ll buy you a double.” The fed waved to his partner, and they were about 

to leave when Stone spoke again.  

“He wrote the message with his own daughter’s blood.” The two agents 

looked at him puzzled. “Gentlemen, are you sure you want to consider the case 

closed? Are you really not interested in the details?” 

“What details would those be, Stone? Don’t you start nitpicking with us!” 

The guy called Ron changed his tone. “We do not appreciate that sort of thing 
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at the bureau. We don’t care for regional humor.” The situation started to get 

tense. It was obvious that they could hardly wait to forget the case beside a 

bottle of whiskey and leave the whole affair to the overzealous local force.  

“That message had been on the wall for days. I have no idea what the others 

thought when they saw it. And how he managed to drain so much blood 

unnoticed from the little girl. He might have diluted it with something.”  

Joe and his partner halted in the doorway. They raised their eyebrows in 

unison.  

“Well, there are certain artificial liquids, with which this… “, Mike said, but 

fell silent as soon as he looked up. 

“Anyway, I can’t get the thought out of my mind that this man was 

somehow coaxed into doing what he did”, Stone went on. “In the afternoon my 

colleague from IT managed to break into the offender’s computer. Outgoing 

mail stops a few days before the murder. But they start again on the night of it. 

Before he killed himself too, the guy wrote a few letters to unknown, 

apparently non-existent addresses.” He swallowed once. “The addresses do not 

in fact exist, we have checked.” He glanced at the detectives, as if in need of 

reassurance. “Would you like to know what was in those letters?” 

“Go on, Stone, out with it.” The detective called Joe answered haughtily to 

hide his increasing concern. He even shrugged his shoulder, but that was a 

mistake: his whole upper body created the impression of wobbling unnaturally.  

The lights buzzed again above their heads. Mike shot a worried glance 

upwards, as if he was able to fix the faulty contact with his gaze.  

“He wrote, gentlemen…” Stone sighed. “He wrote: ‘They will kill again. They 

will kill again. They will kill again.’” 

 

Where could have Ron and Joe disappeared to? He had talked to them a few 

weeks after their encounter by the autopsy table, and as the cases did indeed 

get more frequent, their grudge towards him softened visibly. Neither of them 

could offer any help, however. He hadn’t heard from them for months, maybe 

they retired too, and were eagerly trying to knock together a little log cabin in 

Mississippi, on the porch of which they’d be able to muse about the “good old 

times”.  

Dad, mom, daughter dead. An ugly case, very ugly, not only is the 

motivation missing, but the methods are… unique as well. And there was also a 

son, who is lost without a trace. Maybe dad chopped him up earlier and fed 

him to the neighbor’s cat. Who knows? 

Having recalled the events, he drowsed off again.  
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In his dream he slumped on mildewed, old tombstones. In reality he was 

resting on the files for who knows how many hours. When he came to, it was 

already dawning. This day did not promise anything good, just like the days 

before it: a passing parade of colors, a single, drawn out moment, at the end of 

which despair will be filled with a clear, shimmering light.  

Oh, Lord, what happened again? He shouldn’t take so many sedatives. Mike 

gets him the stuff illegally, recently he asked him to get something new, but he 

apparently did not succeed. But Sertraline hydrochlorides made him feel a lot 

blunter.  

Damn it, the weeks pass… And those bastards made good their promise. 

They struck down again and again, while the police made no progress at all. 

The signs got more abundant, the corpses more numerous, but there was no 

real clue of use. In whichever direction he looked, wherever he scrutinized the 

horizon in the hope of spotting something, the corpses somehow got behind 

his back, and started reproducing there. Like a terrible culture of fungus 

scattered with wounded brains. As if these wretched souls practiced their 

ability to procreate even in death, they kept on emerging from one another… 

He has seen some horrid things in the past few weeks.  

He tried hiding most of it from the press, if possible, sometimes even from 

his own colleagues. When his bosses learned about the details, they glanced at 

the floor and gave him a free hand. “Do your job, Stone. Quietly, if possible.” 

And he saw no point in announcing anything. He stumbled alone among the 

severed or liquefied, deteriorated limbs, and he continuously had to remind 

himself: “Do not commit lechery with decay.” 

And all this while, no fingerprint, no footprint, no explanation of any kind. 

There was no connection between the victims. Nothing. Apart of course from 

the sometimes recurring messages, in which “they” often popped up. The 

implosions as a result of which the identification of the victims verged the 

impossible. Tendrils all over the place, the unreal humidity. Stink. The absolute 

lack of motivation.  

What made these miserable people go mad? He tried decrypting the 

messages, but to no avail. They left him no rest at night.  

“I walk in a skew glass corridor at the edge of space and face the life-size 

flames.” 

”We open ourselves to the neglected territories of otherness.” 

“I see no difference between writing and skull washing.” 

Hopeless. The feds were no help. Ron’s and Joe’s time was up. They called 

on everybody, psychologists, computer scientists, in secret even a paranormal 

group with dubious credentials, but nothing. They could in no way narrow 
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down the set of potential culprits. They couldn’t even be absolutely sure that 

they were really dealing with several culprits, although Stone did notice certain 

patterns after a while. At times they somehow “persuaded” the victims to turn 

against one another. At other times they preferred artistic solutions. And some 

cases were often linked to natural elements, fire, water, earth or various plants 

and a passion for gardening.  

Stone stood up and let down the blind. The light was hurting his eye.  

As if it got too near to Earth, it was already here in 46th street. Well, Stone, 

dare you look into its eye? 

It was morning already, his colleagues started seeping in into the office. 

They descended upon the piles of documents on their desks like flies onto the 

three-day-old leftovers of a hotdog. Some slurped coffee from plastic cups, 

others dangled fruit in environment-friendly bags. Stone acknowledged their 

greetings with a hardly discernible nod. He watched these kids the majority of 

whom were fresh out of college. What is it that they think about their duty? 

That they are protecting law and order? That they serve and protect? If they 

only knew that this order is no more than the foul mask of chaos, if they only 

knew… 

That crumpled head, just like a paper pellet, just like a disposable newspaper 

clipping, with only a big black clock hand sticking out of its mouth, do you 

remember? 

If they only knew the things he had seen in all these years! What he had 

seen on the distorted faces of those corpses. The ones that had any face left, 

that is. The whole thing resembled the lit wick of a dynamite, with no one 

seeing or hearing the tiny, sizzling flame running along the walls… He was more 

and more obsessed by the thought that this was how they would all perish, 

facing a giant stage and laughing at the performers who are desperately 

shouting “Fire, folks, fire, flee” on the scene. He hoped it would be so. Anything 

else he could imagine would only be worse. Skull washing, for example, a 

terribly large hand picking up the skull and scrubbing off the skin. “I see no 

difference between writing and skull washing.” 

“Boss!” A voice yanked him from the uneven stream of his reverie. 

That’s the last thing I need right now, Stone thought. Of course. It was Brian, 

his titch of a subordinate. He was always the first to arrive at the office, and 

always the first to bother him with his problems. This time, however, Stone 

sensed that it was something serious. Not like last time, when Brian inquired 

how to unsecure his service weapon, because, alas, he had forgotten, for which 

he even apologized.  
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“What’s up, did you wet your bed again?” He was in a bad mood and felt 

that allowed him some sarcasm. He had known Brian almost since that guy was 

a kid, and he was convinced that his mockery would benefit him in the long 

run.  

“Boss, I am sorry to…” Brian sighed. There was deep concern in his eyes, 

they looked like a well of pestilence. “A new case on the corner of 44th. I think 

another…” 

He paused.  

“Are you sure it’s that?” Stone asked after some hesitation.  

Brian swallowed. He looked as if he just realized he shouldn’t have eaten so 

much for breakfast.  

“According to McCarthy, yes. He said…” He did not finish the sentence.  

“All right, let’s go right away.” He stood up, grabbed his coat, and stormed 

down the stairs.  

A minute later they were both sitting in the car. They turned the siren on, 

but could only progress slowly nonetheless in the thick morning traffic of New 

York. The familiar yellow cabs like an army of repainted, slow tortoises, fleeing 

from the blocks of flats, the skyscrapers and the overwhelming concrete, not 

noticing that they are only going around in circles.  

Sewage bubbled up from a nearby sewer.  

They turned onto Vanderbilt Avenue. The passersby unknowingly moved 

towards their future packed with goals, as if they were pressing forward in a 

padded tube. Listless, ignorant people everywhere behind the many masks of 

indifference. The shop window of a famous mussel bar came into view – “Only 

the freshest”, while the iconic mass of the Lincoln Building towered in the 

background. 

 

Somewhere behind them a small collision was followed by frenzied honking. 

They inched ahead with excruciatingly low speed. Stone was driving, Brian was 

nervously holding onto a coffee and a jelly donut. Jesus, this boy really needs to 

change his life! 

“So? What did McCarthy say?” 

Brian glanced at his boss, and for a moment there was a tangible risk of him 

fainting. He finally got a hold of himself, swiped his forehead, and gave a 

stuttering answer.  

“Well… Three dead bodies. But they might not be… I mean… They might not 

be dead… I mean, of course they are dead, but McCarthy said the felons 

botanized the victims. Whatever that may mean. That was what he said, I 
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remember clearly, that was the word he used: botanize. What does that mean, 

boss? Did they make them button-eyes?” 

“No, Brian.” Stone sighed. “That’s not what it means.” 

These fucking plants and their cultivator again. The “gardener” as Stone 

thought of him. He was almost sure. It would not be the first time. He was the 

one who summoned the people to a common botanizing in a message he had 

left behind. With these exact words: “Pebbles of the world, botanize!” He did 

not understand the precise meaning of the request, but it must be a sick 

thought. The word wasn’t McCarthy’s own invention, he got it from the 

gardener the last time they were investigating a crime scene together. As 

opposed to Stone, McCarthy was wavering between apathy and inexplicable 

excitement as far as the case was concerned. It was all the more to his liking 

when he spotted that caption. He snapped his fingers and said: “That’s it! 

That’s what we’ve been looking for!” 

The gardener left nothing to chance: in the opened body of the victims he 

usually planted genetically modified seeds and sprits. He hid one of the bodies 

in the orangery of a nearby arboretum, and it wasn’t easily discovered, it was 

entrenched so deep into the ground between the bromelia and ferns that had 

flourished into a jungle in the meantime.  

What could his intention be? And what was the connection between the 

botanizing obsession and the other harebrained endeavors? Stone searched for 

the answer in vain. The file grew thicker, the cold slowly devoured the 

landscape, the dead kept on waiting, silently hoping that their questions would 

be answered. 

He suddenly thought of his wife. Of course their relationship hadn’t been 

like in the old days for a long time, but after the first case it seemed that they 

were irrevocably growing apart at tremendous speed. His wife made him 

dinner, and left it on the kitchen table so that he would have something to eat 

if he came home late, which happened often. Other than that, they hardly 

spoke. He was well aware that pain was chomping his wife’s soft little heart 

with its sharp tiny teeth. She could not cope, but Stone didn’t care. He was 

obsessed, he had one goal, to unravel the case. What’s more, retirement 

wasn’t far off. If he can settle the matter, he might be able to put things 

straight at home as well.  

“Boss?” A little jelly trickled out of the boy’s mouth.  

“Shut up, and listen, Brian. You have no idea what these people are capable 

of. No, they do not want to make button eyes.” He lowered his voice. “No… 

These guys want to swamp the whole fucking world with themselves.”  
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After the second case, having discussed it with his superiors, Stone used all 

his influence to introduce a total news blackout at the police force and the 

press. These cases could not go public. Let the masses make do with a few juicy 

murder and robbery stories, gang wars, family spats, showdowns, 

assassinations. But that a couple of mysterious, faceless psychopaths kill off 

honest New Yorkers week after week in the most violent and senseless 

manner? To turn everyday life into some bloody comedy, some vulgar 

playground, some perverted slapstick? And without any conceivable reason? 

No, this must not get out. That sort of thing only hampers investigation 

anyway. Of course they could have offered a reward to anyone with useful 

information, but he could not imagine anyone being able to help in this matter. 

That would only make sense as a last resort, when he himself saw no chance of 

solving the case. Although, to be honest, he got quite close to that state. 

Lethargy enclosed his sizeable head like a halogen halo.  

And of course, how can you keep a secret like that, especially in a city like 

this? He tried keeping the hacks happy with a detail or two, he kept it vague to 

no end, even lied if he had to. He wanted to protect people from the truth. At 

all costs.  

They turned in slowly into 44th Street. From the corner they were able to see 

the nosy hordes gathered in front of the house. Two ambulances – were they 

not told there was nothing they could do? – four police cars, and countless 

passersby in one big pack really wanting to get their tax’s worth by now. And of 

course the TV networks. The reporters jostled forward fuming, and pointed 

their mikes towards the policemen like bayonets. The house was closed off 

with a yellow ribbon.  

Stone and Brian got out of the car.  

“A fine day, damn it”, a voice said not far off. A gray-haired guy with a 

weather-beaten face beside the policemen took a step in their direction. His 

face betrayed that he had seen a thing or two, like those guys that were 

dropped behind enemy lines over and over for “data collection”. 

“Hello, McCarthy. Who found the bodies?” 

“Bodies?” McCarthy leaned in and started whispering. “No need to use the 

plural, Stone. My angels are so much conjoined that I would prefer to speak of 

a single victim.” He swallowed, and glanced around meaningfully, as if he was 

afraid that the journalists might overhear him even so. “And I wouldn’t call that 

a body either.” He straightened up and continued somewhat more 

unaffectedly. “But it was the girl who found them, the one that comes over in 

the mornings to walk the dogs while the parents take the kids to daycare. I 

have to say, she’s a looker, the pleasure-seeking type, if you know what I 
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mean.” McCarty nudged Stone in the side and grinned. Then he flicked his wrist 

and went on. “It’s all the same, of course. Totally useless. She had a nervous 

breakdown.” 

Stone glanced towards the house. A girl about fifteen was sitting on the 

steps, stiff like a steel plate. She wore a tight pair of jeans, she had her long 

brown hair braided. Her expression was that of a girl who was disgraced during 

the opening of a photo exhibition. She had nice hands, she could play the piano 

or write something with those fingers, Stone thought. Not now, of course, 

later, let’s say in ten years, when this current quivering stops. Ten, maybe 

twenty years. Maybe never.  

“Thanks. I’ll talk to her later. We’ll go in now.” Stone set off towards the 

stairs.  

“Be my guest! I’d buy you lunch, but I don’t think you’ll be in the mood 

when you come out.” McCarhty eyed him with a lunatic grin on his face and 

winked again.  

“What do the hacks know?” 

“Don’t worry, I gave them the usual. Family spat, shouting, sharp piercing 

object, and they have their week’s worth. They’re settled, they only want 

photos.”  

“They’re not getting any.”  

“Copy that. I’ll take care of it. See you, man!” 

They nodded to each other, and McCarthy plodded to his car. He hadn’t 

driven here in a police car. As a plain-clothes detective, he got around with his 

old Firebird. Stone watched him get in, start the engine and back out from the 

street. He hoped the next time he would meet his old friend, it wouldn’t have 

to be in circumstances like these.  

“Come on, Brian, drink your coffee and let’s go in.” He turned back to his 

man. Brian was standing beside the car like a waste of space fumbling his donut 

bag. He was obviously unable to budge.  

“Who me… I thought, I would be… You mean I have to go in as well, boss?” 

“Oh, no. You are welcome to stay outside, crap your pants, and leave your 

badge at the station.” Stone paused for a moment. “Well, what’s it going to be, 

kiddo?” 

Stone didn’t know how much this sentence upset his subordinate. Brian’s 

whole person verged annihilation as a result of these words. He was twelve 

when he and his younger sister got involved in a shop robbery. They were just 

about to pay for their chocolate at the counter when armed men stormed into 

the shop and demanded the content of the till from the severely balding shop 

assistant in his forties. When the man hesitated, one of the robbers kicked 
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Brian aside, grabbed his sister, and pressed the gun against her head. “What’s it 

going to be, kiddo?”, he shouted at the clerk. Brian had no idea how much time 

had passed. He himself couldn’t even move. Even the clerk froze, but he 

reached for the till after a while. As soon as he opened the box, there was a 

shot. For a moment Brian already saw his sister plummeting onto the recently 

mopped, white tiles with her head split into two, he saw the funeral and the 

corpse of her kitten that died the same week being buried with her, he saw 

himself leaving the funeral procession and dashing home and locking himself in 

his room, hugging his sister’s daft toys and shouting “Maggie, Maggie!” with his 

voice muffled by his own sobs. But then things turned out otherwise. For in the 

next moment the robber lay dead on the floor. A great confusion ensued, the 

other muggers ran out of the building. Maggie rose from the ground with tears 

in her eyes. “Brian!”, she cried running to her brother. They embraced. A 

shadow towered behind them. Little Brian turned towards the stranger. It was 

a man of indefinite age with a vague expression wearing a leather jacket. The 

gun was still smoking in his hand. “Don’t worry, kid. I am a policeman.” Brian 

watched taken aback as the man walked up to the corpse, nudged it with the 

tip of his boot, exchanged a few words with the clerk and walked out of the 

shop.  

A policeman! That was when little Brian decided to pursue the same career. 

“Brian? We haven’t got all day, son.” Stone’s strict words pulled him back to 

reality. His memories scattered like tiny pearls bereaved of their string.  

“I’m sorry, boss, I’m coming right now!” 

They ducked under the yellow ribbons and walked up to the entry of the 

house. It was a nineteenth century, rusty red tenement on the Upper East Side. 

The ornaments on the window frames formed a pattern of hissing snakes. 

Stone was musing how much McCarthy had aged since they last met, and in 

that moment a journalist unexpectedly broke the barrier and pressed his 

microphone resembling a tennis ball right into his face.  

“Mr. Detective, is it the same people again?”, he said panting in Stone’s 

face. The smell of whiskey, soft boiled egg and burnt toast blended in his 

breath. 

“No comment!”, Stone said, and to stress his words he slammed the door in 

the reporter’s face once they were inside.  

The stairwell was unremarkable, nothing indicated that something unusual 

happened in this building in the past few days. Stone and Brian started climbing 

the stairs.  
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The door on the third floor was open. A crime scene investigator wearing 

threadbare clothing hurried outside. He held all sorts of equipment and a white 

box in his hand. He stopped, and furrowing his brow, he looked at Stone.  

“Sir, I’m done”, he said and heaved a sigh. “No fingerprints. No indication of 

a shot. What’s more, no indication of violence. I know it sounds unbelievable, 

but it’s true. It is as if they had simply hung themselves to take a hike in the 

woods.” He swallowed. “If you’ll excuse me, I’ll go home now.”  

And he sped off, down the stairs. He did not look back. His name was Donald 

Silvestre, and he could hardly wait to get home and play an old Creedence 

record, and in the silence of his solitude to consume the half a bottle of 

Bourbon waiting for him in his cocktail cabinet. 

“All right, Brian. Here we go.” 

He glanced back. No matter how hard he tried, Brian could not hide his 

irrepressible quivering. The beads of perspiration on his forehead glistened 

obscenely. His face had the color of sulfuric steam, the dread in his eyes 

increased by cosmic leaps. Poor kid. What are you gonna do, you either face 

your demons or they will face you, Stone thought. 

He stepped forward and opened the door wide. The hall was empty. He 

beckoned Brian with a gesture. They entered the dim, unusually humid room 

silently. The blinds were down, the only meager light came from the direction 

of the kitchen that opened to their side. Stone gestured to enter the living 

room.  

As soon as they reached the threshold, they were rooted to the spot. 

McCarthy was right. The victims were indeed conjoined. The room was an 

unfathomably thick, single jungle stuck in between four walls. Tulips grew at 

the foot of the doorpost, with acacias and hyacinths beside them, a little 

further off clustered bellflowers and horny goat weed stretched towards the 

ceiling blistered by the humidity. The many scents of spring filled the room, the 

light of the morning sun shined on the myriad leaf shapes. The area dominated 

by tickseed and hosta was covered by tropical flora. Stalks snaked on the floor, 

somewhere deeper in the room water trickled. Probably a small brook! – Brian 

thought. And then behind the tangled cluster of stalks there were the 

floweranimals, like the first heralds of a new, dark species.  

The father had turned into a chestnut tree. His face had become a cold bark, 

his arms were frail branches, and the terrible roots winding where his legs used 

to be got lost in the undergrowth covering the room. A pair of eyes stared from 

between the cracks of the coarse, crunchy skin, they lacked color and 

expression, but they were human eyes. Stone averted his glance in time, but 

Brian watched mesmerized waiting for the eyes to turn towards him. He waited 
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for a flicker of sense, he waited for them to beckon him. He will ask Brian to 

touch him. He will ask Brian to water him and take care of him, as he is unable 

to take care of himself. He will ask Brian to tear down the southern wall of the 

house, as he doesn’t get enough sunlight.  

The mother lay between the roots, her face baked onto the base of the 

trunk, her smile still reflecting the distinct traces of a candlelit dinner long ago. 

Her brain rested in the grass, its thick coils trembling every now then as a result 

of the kindling photosynthesis. The ivy springing from the children’s limbs crept 

onto the walls, their scent evoking in Brian the memories of school vacations 

long gone, when he and his little sister had dipped into the light blue inflatable 

pool in the backyard. It was back then that the wind carried such scents. 

Cicadas sizzled around the lakeside house of their New England aunt. Lightness 

and tranquility all around. The bacteria proliferating in the warmth of August 

evenings had settled on the leaves already turning slightly yellow, the bugs had 

begun to leave their underground homes, and swarmed in all directions of the 

compass.  

Stone was horrified as he looked at the remnants of the family. The whole 

formation pulsated in a sinister manner, as if it were a single mould heaving 

sighs, emitting vapor and steam. Was that the automatism of the heart 

muscles? Or was it the jerking of the capillaries that seemed to widen 

continuously as they conformed to the new genetic code. One thing was 

certain, these people were still alive. They were mere cases, but whatever they 

hid was not dead. Stone had no idea how this was accomplished, not to 

mention why. What could the gardener want? Anyway, these people were still 

alive.  

It was then that the head concealed in the bark lifted its heavy, 

expressionless glance towards him.  

It blinked.  

The limbs of the woman lying between the roots jolted. Strong root hairs 

broke, the twigs crunched all around as the flesh separated from the insides of 

the plants. As soon as the spray that had dried onto the bark mixed with vapor, 

the whole of the culture began to diffuse an unpleasant smell. They could 

hardly breathe. Brian felt that he could not hold on much longer, but the view 

transfixed him.  

The chest of the two children lying next to the wall – two hills thickly 

covered with grass, nothing more – rose and sunk rhythmically. Their opened 

sides revealed mushrooms with brownish caps growing between the ribs. And 

then on the next, tangible beat, blood shot upwards, painting red the muddled, 

unending shoots of the vines on the wall.  
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And then it became clear that all these shoots were not burgeoning 

haphazardly after all. As the fluids dispersed over this horrid arboretum and at 

predetermined spots spilled over the only empty part of the ocher wall, a new 

message became legible. A message written in blood and floral puss that 

seemed to trickle from the father’s teary eyes over the stems of the shoots in 

order to appear clearly right in front of them.  

Something started scuffling in the undergrowth, something not belonging to 

the family.  

Squeaking. Almost chirping. A piercing sound, like chalk drawn across 

concrete.  

From among the roots a rat popped up its head. It fell silent, and then it 

disappeared as suddenly as it came.  

Stone heard a thump from his side. He turned his head, and saw Brain lying 

on the floor unconsciously. He turned back towards the wall. He even forgot to 

breathe while he read the writing painted on the wall by the discolored 

filaments of the stamens, the pine nuts and the children’s blood. Stone 

swallowed loudly, and unwittingly touched the holster on his belt, even though 

for a brief movement he reminded himself of its futility.  

He looked at Brian lying on the floor. He’ll be all right, he couldn’t have 

bumped his head in too hard either, luckily he fell on a giant oyster mushroom. 

Poor kid.  

He glanced back to the wall. The text was beginning to fade in the humid air, 

but it was still readable.  

“Up till now philosophers only explained the world in various ways. We have 

come to change it.” 


